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corvette dic codes stengel family - this will get you into the codes section of the dic the computer will automatically
display all the codes your car has created it will cycle through each code every 3 seconds any code that ends in h is a
history code something that has occured in the past but is fine now once the computer has finished going through all of it s
codes, corvette c5 dic codes southern car parts - corvette c5 dic codes the diagnostic display mode is entered with the
following procedure 1 turn on the ignition but don t start the engine 2 press the reset button to turn off any warning
messages, c5 dtc code corvette web central com - c5 dtc code retrieval procedure to display c5 dtc code diagnostic
trouble codes for all modules that transmit them the diagnostic display mode is entered with the following procedure 1 turn
on the ignition but don t start the engine 2 press the reset button to turn off any warning messages 3 press and hold options
4, c5forum obtaining vehicle codes from the dic - obtaining vehicle codes from the dic b0 rfa remote function actuation
page 8 676 for each module all dtcs will be displayed if none are present in a module you will see no more codes on the icp
display there are two kinds of dtcs current and history designated with a letter suffix c or h, dic codes corvette web central
com - the past week when i start up my 2001 vette it goes into reduced engine power service traction control and shows the
following codes 10 pcm p1120 p1221 corvette web central com corvette brainiacs with a touch of badassery, list of
diagnostic codes just wanted to share - c5 computer diagnostic codes the ability to view engine operating data such as
oil pressure and coolant temperature in digital form on the instrument panel has been a feature of corvettes since 1984,
corvette c5 common problems southerncarparts com - solve common c5 corvette problems if you own a 1997 2004
corvette and like to drive it a lot chances are you are going to run into some common c5 corvette problems like all cars some
problems are self explanatory quick fixes and other problems can give you a headache when searching for a solution and
parts to fix your problem, c5 dtc list countycorvetteassociation com - here is an overview of the procedure and terms
used for resetting codes to display the c5 repair diagnostic trouble codes for all modules that transmit them yourself owner
should invest in the corvette service manual of the appropriate model this will get you into the codes section of the dic the
computer will automatically display, c5 secrets computer code llist corvette troy - c5 secrets and computer code list
column lock turn the key to the on position without starting the car and press the brake 4 times the little yellow helper light
on the bottom of the rear view mirror that illuminates the shifter area, 1999 corvette diagnostic trouble codes - 1016 loss
of pcm communications 1064 loss of bcm serial data communication 1096 loss of ipc communications 1255 generic loss of
communications b0016 rf passenger frontal deployment loop single stage or stage 1 resistance low
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